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Gas constant I 2303 RT/F:

ta) State the first law of thermodynamics

Consider 2 moles of an ideal gas at an initial pressure of 1 atm and initial

ternperature of 273.15 K. Assume it expands adiabatically against a pressure of
0.435 atm until its volume doubles. Calculate the work, the final temperature, and

the AU ofthe process.

(40 marks)

(b) Derive the expression for heat capacity at constant volume (Cy) frc,rn the first
principle.

The temperature of 1.00 mol of aztg), changes from -20.0 o C to 37.0 o C at

constant volume. Evaluate change in internal energy, AU in the following cases.

il lt is an idealgas with Cy = 2A.78 J mol-l K-1

ii) rt is a realgas with cv = 27.6 + 4.18X10-t7 - (1.67XLCI\/72

{50 marks}

{a} i} Derive the integrated form of Clausius - Clapeyron equation from
Clapeyron equation between two sets of conditions, {pr, T1) and (pz,Tz).

ii) All liquids have characteristic vapour pressures that vary with temperature.

The characteristic vapour pressure for pure water at 22o C is 19.827 mrnHg

and at 30 o C is 3L.824 mmHg. Use these data to calculate the change in

enthalpy per mole for the vaporization process

(35 marks)



{c} For the totlowins;lur, 

,** raq,x M) / / Ni2+ (aq,l M)/ivi(s)

i) Write the half-cell and cell reactions

ii) Calculate standard electrode potential Wta)
iii) lf the electrode potential of the cell {F""4) is 2..4 v, determine the

[E$;r*,1y; = -A.23 V , Efar*,g4= -0'40 Y]

{d} Caiculate the standard electrode potential l|P"ul, standard G

and equilibrium constant K at 25oC for the following

CuCs) + Fe3+(aq1 -+ Cuz+(aq) + F'*(aq)

energy(A6o)
reaction
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